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  Paints



    	
				Interior Paint 
			
	
				Exterior Paint 
			
	
				Enamel & Primer (solvent based) 
			
	
				Enamel & Primer (water based) 
			
	
				Wood Stains, Varnishes & Finishes 
			
	
				Brick Stains 
			
	
				Textured Coating 
			
	
				Waterproof Coating 
			
	
				Ceilings, Sealers and more 
			
	
				Tintometric Tinting System 
			
	
				Road & Floor Paint 
			
	
				Pool Paint 
			




    

    						
        
	Waterproofing



    					
				Exposed Membranes (non-trafficable) 
			
					
				Non-Exposed Membranes (non-trafficable) 
			
					
				Exposed Membranes (trafficable) 
			
					
				Adhesive Membranes 
			
					
				Isulation 
			
					
				Asphalt Primer 
			
					
				Asphalt Emulsion 
			
					
				Cold Adhered 
			
					
				Aluminized Asphalt Paint 
			
					
				Heat Welded 
			
					
				Cutback Asphalt Adhesive 
			
					
				Asphalt Felts 
			




    

    						
        
	Products - Brands



    		
				Interior Exterior Latex 
			
		
				Hd Premium Interior 
			
		
				Chrom Metal - 3 In 1 Enamel 
			
		
				Look Tendencias - Interior Exterior Latex 
			
		
				Chrom Metal - Antirust 
			
		
				Pro Madera - Wood Treatment 
			
				
				D400 Al - Aluminum - 35 Kg 
			
				
				Emacober Al - Aluminum - 4 Mm 
			
				
				D200 Al - Aluminum - 15 Kg 
			
				
				W450 Al Max - Flexible Aluminum  - 40 Kg 
			
				
				Oxiflex 
			
				
				Novasfalt Anr-5 
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        Sales Department

        

        (+54) 11 4019 7661 a 64
        (+54) 11 2789 1588        
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            Select type of product:
Paints
Waterproofing


          

        

        
          
            
            Select category:


          

        

        
          
            Select product:


          

        

        
          
            Paints
            Waterproofing
            
            Introduce square meters of work area*:            
          

          
            
              Quantity              M2
              
              
            

            
              
              * The surface area in m2 is obtained by multiplying the width by the height of the wall (in meters). If you want to paint a room, do the calculation by measuring the four walls, discounting doors and windows..              
              
              * Multiply width by length of the surface, plus the surface of the perimeter screeds that must be waterproofed.              For sheet metal roofs, add the percentage that consumes the corrugation of the sheet, so that the membrane copies the entire wave of it.              
            
          

        

        
          

            Paints
            Waterproofing

          

          
            To cover with             
              product
            
            a surface of             
              50M2
            
            you will need approximately             
                6
                rolls
            
             painting by hand.
             product.
            

            

            In the case of paints, the performance of the product may vary according to the porosity of the surface to be painted and is considered based on the minimum specified by the company.          

        

      

    

  





